
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Dear ABC ji:  

It would be a pleasure for us to 
be able to help you with your query. 

 

Thanks for ordering Jupiter transit report. We take 
pride in giving the most authentic Vedic astrology 
reports with best possible price along with almost 
zero cost effective remedies.  



Your Birth details: 

<br> 

<br> 

email id 

abc@gmail.com 

june26, 1986 

9:40 

State 

Kanpur 

country 

India  

2 + 8+ 17 = 27/9 = Mara & Jupiter 

Thursday = number 3 

Month of birth 

2 

dob 

26 

year of birth 

1986 

time of birth 

9:40 

first name 

ABC 

middle name 

x 

last name 

efg 

minutes of birth 

40 

hour of birth 

9 

country 

India 

my Textbox value is =

mailto:abc@gmail.com


 

Your Lagna & Navamsha Horoscope Details: 

 





 

 

 
 Your personality interacts with the planetary 

energies based on your past life karma and 

creates your destiny for this life. 

 So the strong points of your personality help 

you to grow and gain  , but the weak points 

work against you in tough times. 

 So knowing your personality well helps you to 

manage self-better and hence your destiny 

much better   

 We as a special BONUS try to provide you with 

free over all personality and destiny readings to 

help you more. 

 

 

1.0 BONUS your Personality & Destiny 

Predictions 

 

 You are ambitious and independent minded 

 Also, you may have a deep and philosophical nature 

which wants to gain more knowledge. 

 Over all You are attractive, learned, and 

philosophical 

 Also, there could be hidden enemies of yours and 

you may face fair enough criticism from them. 



 Love and marital matters may have strong 

understanding issues at times. 

 Being away or separates from close friends or close 

people may be there. 

 You may focus more on mental satisfaction than 

material. 

 You are skilled, clever, and suspicious 

 You could have marital turmoil, and issues with 

anger 

 You could have health complains, but you would over 

come illness. 
Also 

 You are righteous, compassionate, and truthful 

 You could get fame, clever in speech and generous 

nature 

 You could be adamant, hot tempered and 

independent 

 You could have trouble with marriage( the earlier 

indication was based on high Saturn energy, this is 

based on the birth star, yes donation to poor people 

would ease out a lot of troubles for you  ), and 

would prefer to travel 

 You could have wealth and also greater advancement 

after 30. 

 You could have humanitarian concern and charitable 

 
 

2.1 Effects of Jupiter transit based on Ascendant  

(Includes the energy exchange of Jupiter with 

other planets in your natal chart) 



 

 Jupiter or guru is a very important benefic  and 

while in transit or Gochar it emits different kinds 

of energies to help us or work against us. 

 But generally it releases constructive or positive 

energies to help us in our endeavours to do with 

job, career, money, health, family or over all 

success 

 In this section we discuss the transit of Jupiter 

or Guru  with respect to your lagan or ascendant 

and also with resect to your Moon Lagna and 

also the planets placement specific to your 

Horoscope , to give a more comprehensive view 

on matters for you. 

 Additionally what the classical Vedic astrology 

texts say about  the transit is given for your 

help. 

 
 

2.2 Specific Effects for Jupiter Transit in your 
1sthouse Libra or Tula rashi  

Over all effects for Jupiter transit in your 
2nd house from Lagna: 
 Jupiter rules the 1st  and 4

th
 bhava of yours and is 

in 11
th

 bhava in Libra  sign. This is based 0n Vedic 
astrology. western astrology differs – so there is a 
difference in sidereal and tropical astrology  . But 
yes, both work well. Vedic is more evolved in that sense.

 It gets from  1st bhava till September
 Then 2nd bhava till July 2020 at least 

 
2.2.1 Jupiter in 1st bhava of yours till 
September 2021 

  Jupiter your lagan lord  is retrograde and 
lord of 1 or 4th  bhava. So, guard on health 
and image and do more of Yoga. All would be 
great for you. 

 Family life and mental peace also needs more 
focus as 4th house impacted. 



 Yes, wearing more of yellow colour or yellow 
sapphire in gold in index finger would also 
help you a lot. 

2.2.2 Jupiter in 2nd bhava of yours from 
September 2020 to July 2022 
 

 Jupiter would come into your second bhava 
for family and wealth/status   . so great for 
wealth and status. Yes, focus on the family issues 
could also grow. So, would you over all image and 
status grow gradually. 

 

 
 In classical times depending on the  societal  

structure transits of Jupiter were viewed a 

bit in a different context, but still a lot of 

common with the modern context. 

 But still classics hold their value and what 

ahs been written there holds a lot of value 

to what would happen due to the Gochhar 

or transit. 
 

 
 BONUS:



 2.3 Classical Vedic astrology view based on 

transit with respect to Moon Lagna or 

ascendant :


2.3.1 Jupiter in 1st bhava till September 2021 

 As Jupiter is a divine planet and transit in the 1st 

house is not good of you. You could be afraid and 

issues with self-respect .  

 Your Travels may not be very fruitful and some 

trouble from state or government is there as per 

classics. Excess expenditure has to be controlled by 

you. 

2.3.2 Jupiter in 2nd bhava from September 

2021 to July 2022 

 As the karaka of this 2nd bhava house is Venus or 

Taurus the lord of wealth. The transit of Jupiter is 

beneficial here for you. There is increase in wealth 

and status of the person.  

 Enemies would come by and try to compromise with 

you. Second house deals  with family matters, so 

this good for family matters.  

 You  may enhance your  image and you  would 

spend on good deeds more. 


 So, Yoga is advisable.




 By prayers to lord Krishna   or feeding birds 

with banana matters could come to your 

 
 Favour 

 

 
 

 Astrology deals with energy changes in 
the cosmos. Also primarily the energy for 
our natal Horoscope is distributed with 
respect to your lagan or ascendant  and 
also moon lagan. 

 So here we capture how the transit  of 
Jupiter impacts the energies with 
reference to your lagan or horoscope  

2.4 Effects based on your Moon sign 
(Libra) of Jupiter Transit in Capricorn  

or Makar Rashi  in retrogression till 

September and then gets into 

Capricorn(the effects from Ascendant 

given above are more important than 

Moon sign but still )  

 

 2.4.1 Till September in the 3rd bhava from Moon 
sign libra

 



 The overall success of initiatives or projects may not  
be as great as usual, and delay and obstacles may 
be there. 

 Yes, good relationship with siblings has to be 
consciously maintained. 

 2.4.2 from September to July 2022 4th bhava 
from the moon sign 


 Yes, this mains focus on family, good for your image. 
May be you extend your home or get some good 
things for family new car or even refurbish old one 
 . 
 This is a better time for your image and family and 
status. 

 

 
 Here the transits with respect to the placemnet fo 

moon in your chart or 
  horosocp and the other planets is cosnidered. 

 

- 2.5 Classical Vedic astrology view based on 

transit with respect to Moon sign  or Moon 

ascendant: 



 

 2.5.1 Till September in the 3rd bhava from Moon 
sign libra

 

 As the third  house rules initiative and corresponds 

to mercury(Gemini is the 3rd sign and 3rd house 

have similar characteristics). 

 Jupiter is not comfortable here and therefore  the 

comfort in job could be less for you this time. You  

may get less help for  people around or friends. 

 So, Yoga is advisable. 

 
 2.5.2 from September  2020 to July 2021 4th 

bhava from the moon sign 4th house 

 Jupiter transit in the 4th bhava. In this transit your  

mind gets disturbed. As this house represents the 

mind and family and also image.  

 So,  Your  image could be impacted and also there 

could be fights within the family. There could be 

increase in people who oppose you. Property and 

family people may not be of much help or peace to 

you. There may be fear from the government for 

you. 

 

 

 
 



- As shared earlier, Jupiter transit in various signs 

also impacts various planets in different houses 

of the natal horoscope, creating different set of 

results for love, married life, Job, money, 

family, children ,travel etc. 


 

3.1 How does Jupiter Transit Impact Your Natal 

planets in your birth chart: 

 

 Till sepetmber 2020 None of the plannets 

effected 

 After September 2020 and till July 2021 Its 

aspects your mercury  /Moon and Jupiter  in 

your horoscope

 

3.1.1 Transit Jupiter with respect to natal mercury: 
 

 Mercury rules 7/10 , so when direct Jupiter 

comes in so for sure gains in relationships and 

jobs is there for you. 

 Over all better for family though taking care of 

health of self and family members                   

is needed 

 

3.1.2 Transit Jupiter aspect to natal Moon: 
 

 Moon rules 8th bhava and is with natal Jupiter. 

 So, your interest in Yoga, religion and occult 

astrology would grow a lot. So, would your overall 

happiness grow. ;0 



 

3.1.3 Transit Jupiter aspect to natal Jupiter : 
 
 

 Good gains for family( home extension/addition 

also for car or vehicle), better image and yes 

over all happiness of the family. 

 Good time to study religion or dharma. 

 

 

 

- Planets like Jupiter, Saturn keep getting 

retrograde during any calendar year and the 

effects of that  retrogression are different and 

visible for everyone in various facets of life. 

- The below section discussed the impact of Jupiter 

getting retrograde in transit or gocahr. 



 

 

Jupiter in Capricorn and retrogression effects from 

June 20 to October 17, 2021. 
 

 All effect covered above 

 

 

 

- The nakshatras play a very important role in sending 

even more subtle energies to the cosmos. 

- So the transit of Jupiter in various nakshatras is also 

important. Especially say a nakshatra or star  is 

ruled by mars, and mars rules your 1 and 8th bhava( 

Aries lagana), so these additional bhavas would get 

energized in this cycle 

- We look at transit of the current nakshatra of the 

planet Jupiter for your Horoscope 

4.1 The role of your current Nakshatra  Division of 

Jupiter in the Transit and  effects 
- For your Horoscope Jupiter transits dhanishtah 

nakshatra , ruling your 7th and 12th bhava( taurus 

ascendant). 

- It is currently transiting your 9th bhava, of 

dharma 

 


 4.1.2 Predictions:



 Yes as for you mars or mangal is  Yuvati’s Lord is 

transiting  in the  Dharma Bhava, this may connect you 

to more people of the opposite sex, also your conjugal 

love and love in relationships and job relationships would 

grow. 

 As mars is also the 12th bhava lord and  is transiting  

in 9th, so means prosperity  through either travelling or 

foreign lands now. You may acquire or gain from foreign  

lands now.  

 This time it would make you more honest and 

generous hearted and would reduce  any   hard religious 

feelings  in you. 

 Fathers’ health could be generally a concern. This 

combination may cause issues with friends  and people 

who are in deep relationship with you as well- but a 

strong sun in transit as it is now  supportive, also a 

combust but not so negative Venus is also supportive. 

Issues in the family life are possible due to past life 

karma. 

But doing shiva japam would solve all problems. 

 

 






 5.1 Coming 12 months for you( for your 
benefit- I have elaborated the sub sub 
periods of the dasha which you would 
find more helpful and comprehensive-as a 
special BONUS from us:

 

 

Saturn-jupiter -rahu till oct 

2020 
-  New initiatives may start. Rahu impacts natal sun 

so health and image needs care. Care for father 

and father figures is there. 
- Start new initiatives after proper thought as 

element of rashness may come in at times. 

- Yes, health of elder close by people needs care. 
- Over all September needs proper care as delays 

and stress would eb more so is true for august 
ending. 

- Oct could be a fun time or liberating one.   

- Nov- needs care of responsibilities and health  of self and 

family 

- December could be more of planning and re-strategizing 

stuff.  

-  Maintain good relationships with siblings and 

people around. Need well thought initiatives. Think 
and act. 

 

Merc-merc-merc till feb 2021 
- Changeability, but fair for high-risk investments 

and stocks. Mercury is 7/10 lord in 2nd bhava. So, 
relationships /job and gains in status gets good 
focus now. 

- You will communicate more and more effectively   

 



Merc-merc-ketu  till April  

2021 

 Health of father or  father 

figures needs care. 

 Also, luck may not be very 

supportive. 

 Focus on occult/philosophy 

may grow. 

 Avoid rigid behaviour now. 

 More above effects in Jan 

2021 

 Feb means more of work 

and planning . 

 March and feb ending may 

mean issues in family or 

possible tiffs and fights. 

 April = new changes and 

challenges. 

Merc-merc-Venus  till July  

2021 
- Gains and improvement in self. Driving needs care 

- By self-effort unexpected gains is there. 
- You may start new initiatives of say cooking or some 

artistic pursuit now. New or unique dishes   

- July could be tough month and so would be June ending 

- May may mean slow movement, but yes family and focus 

challenges as well. 
-  

 



 
 

 Nadi jyotish is a powerful tool 

to give you an overview of the 

coming year. We have added 

it here as FREE to deliver 

maximum benefit to you 
6.1 Special BONUS Nadi based Overall 
YEARLY Destiny patterns ;) 

2020 till oct-nov 
 

 this is a favourable period and you one hold to your 

own judgment than relying on others, expect good 

news, fun and   humour, rewards and rewarding 

friendship in business and social   fields. This is a 

peak period, and you could expect rewards and  

recognition for  your efforts.        

 

 If you are a dispute situation there high chance 

that it can  come in your favour or your difficulties  

can be reduced    considerably. Friends will prove 

to be helpful, and this is the time when you could 

do some counselling or give advice to other people. 

 

 You will achieve mostly what you want to, but pride 

needs to   control as it would keep the fruits of this 

period and friends away from you and give your 

opponents an advantage. Participation  in religious 

activities will help you in this period.              



 
6.2  2021 till July 

 More responsibility at home and office front. 
Yes, overall health needs care. 

 this is a neutral period, could expect to 

perform  average in business, this is the 
time when you may want to take   

responsibility of other people who may seek 
your protection or  advise from you.  

 You will have to work with courage in this 

time period. Maintain faith in your abilities. 
     

 

 As indicated compassion is one of the key qualities, 

which will  help you across this period. Take responsibility 

of those in need  around with love and courage.  

 

 Be serviceful to others. In adverse Circumstances 

also keep having faith in yourself. 
 

 

.  

 

 

7.1 Remedies(BONUS): 
 

OM namhoha shivaye for Saturn and rahu/Jupiter 
both 108 X as many time possible. 



 Serving one’s parents
 Give part of your breakfast to birds

  Donate for  old and needy – especially lepers 
 Giving away brown coloured sweets to birds
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 Chant durga chalisa

 Durga sapta-shati
 Shiva chalisa







 

We wish you all the best 

in Life, Arjun Pundit for 

astrozing.com 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

For any Clarification Regarding This 
Report– Kindly Feel Free To Send Us a Mail 
at E-Mail Id Given Below: 

 

astrozing.com@gmail.com 


